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MMC Project

Project MMAP Metric Catalog
(Christensen, Ebben)    

Project 

Objective

Expected

Outcome

More metrics that will help 

marketers make better 

decisions and improve return 

Issue

Addressed

Costly activities have few 

proven metrics predictive of  

“return” 

Persuade metric providers to 

undergo MMAP process/audit; 

populate Catalog 

OngoingWhen

Strategy

Persuade current 

vendors to open black 

boxes and validate 

metrics… AND 

welcome new/hungrier 

vendors who are willing 

to learn and do so.  
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MMAP Metric Catalog on theMASB.org

MMAP Metric Catalog

Comparing Marketing Metrics with Confidence

MASB’s Marketing Metric Audit Protocol (MMAP) is a formal process 
for connecting marketing activities to the financial performance of the 
firm. It includes the conceptual linking of marketing activities to 
intermediate marketing outcome metrics to cash drivers of the 
business, as well as an audit as to how the metrics meet the validation 
& causality characteristics of an ideal metric. The MMAP assessment 
has been used over the past five years with many marketers 
benefitting. MMAP ENDORSEMENTS

https://themasb.org/projects/underway/marketing-metric-audit-protocol/
https://themasb.org/mmap-metric-catalog/endorsements/
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MMAP Metric Catalog on theMASB.org
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The MMAP Certification Seal

◼ It is a certification not an accreditation

◼ Certifications independently verify that the 

claims have been demonstrated by the 

technique

◼ We REQUIRE a connection to financial 

outcomes

◼ This is unique in the marketing industry

◼ Accreditations require that the technique is 

consistently performed (to an established 

minimal level)

◼ They do not require a connection to 

financial outcomes
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MMAP: Conceptual Linking

Cash FlowCash Flow

DriverIntermediate

Marketing 

Outcome

Intermediate

Marketing 

Outcome

Intermediate

Marketing 

Outcome

Cash Flow

Driver

Marketing

Activity
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Brand Finance: Brand Strength Index & Brand Value
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What Measurement Providers Are Saying
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What Measurement Providers Are Saying

“I am delighted that the methodology we use to produce our annual 

rankings on the most valuable and strongest brands has been certified by 

MASB.  At Brand Finance, we strive towards providing a mutually 

intelligible language for marketing and finance teams. We look forward to 

working together with MASB in the future to support the development of 

accountable marketing standards and practices.”

David Haigh, CEO of Brand Finance
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What Measurement Providers Are Saying

“MSW Research has been a proud participant in MASB’s efforts to serve 

as an independent governing body for the marketing and finance 

interests in the industry. We were very pleased that our patented 

measure of Brand Preference has been independently reviewed and 

deemed an exemplar measure by MASB and verified for use within their 

Brand Investment and Valuation Model.”

MSW Research Press Release 
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What Measurement Providers Are Saying

“Given the rigor that went into its development and validation, we were 

very comfortable taking the Meaningfully Different Framework through 

the third-party MMAP vetting process, where the tool was thoroughly 

evaluated against 10 criteria for ideal metrics, including 

relevance/actionability, predictive validity, sensitivity, simplicity, and 

transparency. We were impressed with MASB’s diligence during this 

audit process, and we are proud to have completed the review and 

accreditation process.”

- Christopher Murphy, (then) Chief Client Officer, Kantar
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What Measurement Providers Are Saying

“We thought it was important to take Link through the MMAP vetting 

process, where the tool was rigorously evaluated against 10 criteria for 

ideal metrics – including relevance, predictive validity, sensitivity, 

simplicity, and transparency. Marketing and Insights leaders are 

continuously challenged to do more with less, while proving ROI with 

each marketing dollar. Link provides the most comprehensive tool to 

assess, predict and optimize advertising performance so that marketers 

can invest with confidence. We were delighted to work with MASB 

through this audit process and are proud to have completed the review.”

- Christopher Murphy, (then) Chief Client Officer, Kantar
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What Measurement Providers Are Saying

“For the Behavioral Science Lab, the MMAP process for 

BrandEmbrace(R) demonstrated the validity, reliability, sensitivity and 

calibration of the metric in predicting preference and choice and confirmed 

its value and utility to our clients and prospects.”

- Tim Gohmann, Co-founder/

Chief Science Officer Behavioral Science Lab
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What Measurement Providers Are Saying

“The role of MASB is setting the standards for evaluating marketing 

measures as they relate to financial outcomes, in a manner that ensures 

credibility, validity, transparency and understanding. It is gratifying to 

receive affirmation of CoreBrand’s 20 years of original, proprietary 

research into understanding how the investment in corporate brands 

connects to financial performance. CoreBrand takes a very pragmatic 

approach to this work and offers tools to help companies get the 

maximum return on their marketing investment by measuring, managing 

and growing brand value over time.”

- James Gregory, CoreBrand (now part of Tenet Partners)
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What Measurement Providers Are Saying

“More than ever, companies need sales forecasting that’s trusted and 

reliable. That’s why we’re excited to announce that our BASES 

forecasting model recently underwent the Marketing Accountability 

Standards Board (MASB) Marketing Metrics Audit Protocol, becoming the 

first and only forecasting model in the industry to undergo this 

accountability standard…This audit—developed by MASB, an 

independent, cross-industry forum—has been recognized by the industry 

as the protocol and standard of measurement and accountability for all 

companies who connect marketing metrics to financial performance. 

MASB members include scholars from the nations’ top business schools 

as well as senior marketing, finance and analytics executives from 

Fortune 500 companies…”

- Nielsen Research News Center
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Enhancing Marketing Efforts

◼ Promotional One-Page 

Complete

◼ Marketing plan

◼ Include videos on 10 

Characteristics of Ideal 

Measure in FME Library

◼ Targeted campaign to 

marketers on “Seven Questions 

to Ask Providers”
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New Assessment Opportunities

◼ Five prospective new metrics for certification

◼ Reaching out to remaining brand valuation metric 

providers (in alignment with ISO efforts)

◼ Desire for attribution providers to participate

◼ Expansion into marketer internal metrics

◼ Re-certification starts in Nov. for existing metrics
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MMC Team Members

Team Leaders 

Team Heroes 

Tony Pace

MAF/MASB

Staff  

Erich Decker-Hoppen 

Communication

Frank Findley 

MASB ED

Sponsor

Karen Ebben

Global Marketing Impact

Dave Stewart 

LMU 

Henrik Christensen

At Large

Pam Forbus 

Disney

Allan Kuse 

MMAP Center
George Ivie

MRC

Brian Hamilton

DoubleCheck 

Advertising
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